Character Education
We will be diving into the missions of Tim Peake.
As astronauts who have been accepted onto the ESA
training course, we will experience what it takes to become a successful astronauts and face challenges that test
our strength and resilience.

PE; Year 6 will be swimming for one of
their PE sessions. Children will be developing their tag rugby skills, with particular focus on developing our defending
skills. We will also be applying defending
skills during netball les-

Maths; This term’s work will begin with place value and the four operations. Place value helps
children to make sense of numbers and handle increasingly complex numbers. They will learn to
read, write, order and compare and then problem
solve. We will teach formal written methods for
the four operations.

English; We will explore
the story Curiosity: The
Story of a Mars Rover
by Markus Motum.

Science
As scientists, we will explore what constitutes the Solar System. We will be exploring the movement of planets
relative to the sun and why
this occurs. We will be generating our own investigation
into the apparent movement
of the sun throughout the day
and research why there is this
movement.

Curiosity
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The children will be using the story
to understand how a rover is
used to guide scientists to understand Mars, starting the
long journey from the laboratory to the red planet.
Children will be using modal verbs
to write their own proposal to
NASA before writing explanation
texts to describe Curiosity’s launch
into space.

We will be exploring the discovery of Aristotle to support to theory that the Earth is
approximately a spherical body, as well as
the Sun and Moon, using further findings
to support this theory.
MFL; we will continue our French language
journey using Rigolo and Salut! Ca va?
The children will know that France is in Europe and there are
many French speaking countries throughout the world.

As reporters, we will be documenting this phenomena in the
form of a newspaper report to engage readers and inform them of
this fantastic scientific discovery.

